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Abstract — In this paper we present the successful integration
of a silicon heterojunction (HJ) solar cell with metal wrap
through architecture (MWT). This MWT-HJ cell and module
technology combines all the advantages of the individual
concepts. With this contribution we demonstrate a record device
efficiency of 20.3% achieved using commercial n-type Cz 6 inch
wafers. To our knowledge this is the first time that cell results for
MWT-HJ architecture have been reported. We put this result in
perspective providing a solution for the reduced conductivity of
low temperature silver pastes used for HJ cell fabrication. We
propose a method to increase the solar cell performance up to
4%rel together with a 50% cost of ownership reduction of the
front silver metal including plug and conductive adhesive. This is
possible solely by the optimization of the front metal grid in this
MWT structure predicting efficiencies above 21%. MWT-HJ is a
fully low-temperature integrated cell and module concept and
compatible also with next generation thinner wafers.
Index Terms — silicon, metal wrap through, heterojunction,
photovoltaic cells.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
High efficiencies and low materials consumption are the
main drivers towards low-cost ($/Wp) silicon PV modules.
Several solar cell technologies have demonstrated the ability
to reach more than 20% cell efficiency. In addition, new back
contact module technologies are now available to overcome
losses caused by the interconnection and due to the limited
width of the tabs.
In this contribution we demonstrate the successful
combination of Metal Wrap Through (MWT) cell and module
technology with Heterojunction (HJ) solar cells.
The vast majority of the market implements module
technologies based on interconnection of solar cells in strings
by tabs soldered from the front of one cell to the rear of the
adjacent one. To limit shading losses caused by these tabs,
such interconnection leads to additional resistivity losses in a
string of cells thereby reducing the module performance.
MWT technology provides a relatively small step from
conventional cell technologies and has already demonstrated
to increase the module power by 3%, and up to at least 5% is
anticipated [1]. This is possible thanks to an integrated cell
and module design in which conductive interconnection foil is
used to reduce the cell-to-module power loss compared to

conventional tabbing technology. Part of this gain is thanks to
the reduced metal coverage on the front side, giving the solar
cell performance a potential efficiency increase up to about
2.5% relative. Furthermore, thanks to the unit cell concept (the
front contact of each unit cell connected to a rear contact by a
through-cell via) an MWT cell structure decouples the wafer
size from metallization requirements allowing for better cellto-module power ratio.
Heterojunction solar cells have demonstrated more than
24% cell efficiency achieving excellent surface passivation
with Voc exceeding 730 mV [2]. This has an impact on the
temperature coefficient as well, resulting in higher module
output power under real operating conditions. Nevertheless the
low temperature Ag paste required for contact formation in HJ
devices is still a challenge as it suffers from low conductivity
resulting in high Ag consumption. Solutions such as multiwire interconnection and multi-busbars have been introduced
to tackle this conductivity issue. MWT-HJ architecture
provides an alternative solution to the reduced conductivity of
low temperature silver pastes while maintaining the above
mentioned advantages.
Moreover, the low-temperature process required by
heterojunction is perfectly met by the soldering-free MWT
module technology which uses conductive adhesive and single
step curing for interconnection and encapsulation. MWT and
HJ cell technologies are also compatible with next generation
thinner wafers resulting in a win-win situation both on cell and
module level.
MWT-HJ devices combine all the advantages of the
individual concepts in a device with high open circuit voltage,
high short circuit current and high module power thanks to
reduced power loss. Recent modeling of this cell architecture
also predicted these attributes [3, 4]. In this paper, we show
first results of this MWT-HJ solar cell architecture which
resulted up to now in a record efficiency of 20.3% using
commercial n-type Cz 6 inch wafers. To our knowledge this is
the first time that cell results for MWT-HJ architecture have
been reported.
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Figure 1. Imag
ge of the MW
WT-HeteroJunctiion solar cell as
presented in this paaper.

II. CELL CONCEPT
C
M
MWT solar cells have the
t
same arcchitecture of a
connventional solaar cell with th
he addition that the front meetal
conntact is wrappeed through thee wafer throug
gh metallised via
v
holles, providing both emitter and base conttacts on the reear
side (Fig. 1). As the cell inteerconnection does
d
not requ
uire
tabbbing the bussbar can be significantly slimmed dow
wn
enhhancing the lig
ght harvesting in comparison
n to convention
nal
H-ppattern cells.
IIn a front emittter MWT-HJ cell structure th
he possibility of
o a
redduced shunt ressistance betweeen the front metal
m
contact and
a
thee base exists ass shown in Fig. 2 unless the via
v metal and the
t
reaar-side emitter contact pad arre stacked on an emitter lay
yer,
or isolated from the base in an
nother way. Th
his will result in
com
mplex processing requiremen
nts. On the otther hand a reear
emitter configuraation has the ad
dvantage that sh
hunt losses at the
t
viaa or contact paad are largely avoided as th
he base does not
n
parrticipate to thee hole transporrt and the a-S
Si layer has veery
lim
mited lateral con
nductivity. However a local dead
d
emitter arrea
exiists under the plug and it sh
hould be acco
ounted for in the
t
genneral concept evaluation (th
his point is addressed
a
in the
t
expperimental secttion 3 and mod
deling section 4). Fig. 2 show
ws
thee rear emitter structure
s
adoptted for this MW
WT-HJ solar cell
c
[5]. The two stru
uctures are com
mpared from experimental
e
and
a
moodeling point off view in this paper.
p
A rear emitter HJ device hass other advantaages too: placiing
thee p-type a-Si:H layer at the baack and removiing the constraaint
of making it a window layer, allows
a
for morre freedom in the
t
opttimization of its
i thickness and
a conductiviity. (i) The op
pen
circcuit voltage caan be improveed and the field effect surfaace
passsivation enhaanced by form
ming a sufficieently doped and
a
thicck p-type a-Sii:H layer at reear [6] withoutt increasing fiirst
passs light absorpttion. (ii) The cell fill factor iss also believed
d to
be further improv
ved by higher doping or inccreased thickneess
of the p-type lay
yer, by strong
ger band bend
ding in favor of
chaarge transport at
a the n-type c-Si/p-type
c
a-Si:H interface and
a
at tthe p-type a-Si:H layer/ transparent conducttive oxide (TCO)
inteerface [7],[8]].
(iii) In
n addition th
he conductiv
vity

O are reduced tthanks to the
requireements of the ffront side TCO
extra laateral transporrt provided byy the c-Si buulk in a rear
emitterr architecture [99].
A reaar emitter devvice necessarilyy has an extraa requirement
regardiing the wafer diffusion lenggth as the maajority of the
photon s are absorbedd in the vicinitty of the front side and the
generatted minority ccarriers have tto diffuse to tthe rear side
before to be separatedd. We fabricateed front and reear emitter Hpattern solar cells as baseline proceess for the MW
WT-HJ and to
verify the material requirements. By solely rreversing the
device architecture and using coommercial Czz wafers we
obtaineed equivalent IIQE at longer w
wavelengths ddemonstrating
that upp to now m
material requiirements are fulfilled by
commeercially availab
able wafer tecchnology. Nevvertheless in
generall high efficienccy devices reqquire larger diff
ffusion length
than coonventional staate of the art ddevices due to the superior
surfacee passivation im
mplemented [110] and this haas to be taken
into acccount in any addvanced conceept.
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Figure 22. Structure of a front (top) andd rear (bottom) eemitter MWTHJ solarr cell.

III. EXPERIMEENT RESULTS A
AND PROCESS F
FLOW
6” inndustrial n-typee Cz monocrysstalline siliconn wafers were
used ass substrate forr MWT-HJ soolar cell fabriccation. After
texturissation and deedicated surfacce cleaning, wafers were
loaded into an AK10000 tool (manuufactured by R
Roth and Rau
AG), in which the intrinsic and doped a-Si:H layers were
depositted by plasmaa enhanced cchemical vapoor deposition
(PECV
VD). The ITO layers and reaar Ag blanket contact were
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prooduced by physsical vapor dep
position (PVD)) in a second AK
A
10000 tool. Surfaace passivatio
on quality waas controlled by
meeasuring effective lifetime off minority chaarge carriers and
a
impplied Voc on MWT-HJ
M
cell precursors rig
ght after PECV
VD
depposition. The metallization
m
was
w realized by
y screen printiing
witth low temperaature silver paaste followed by
b a curing steep.
Thee MWT-HJ so
olar cell processs is the same as
a the HJ proceess
witth adding a few
w extra steps ty
ypical for MWT
T cell technolo
ogy
[1]: 1) vias drillin
ng, 2) plug filling and 3) plu
ug isolation. The
T
H-ppattern lookaliike MWT used here is welll suited to maake
loss comparison with H-pattern
n and is consiidered just as an
inteermediate step
p for the currrent developm
ment phase. We
W
obttained a record
d efficiency off 20.3% as resu
ult of a very fast
f
learrning curve, showing
s
the potentiality
p
off this technolo
ogy
(Taable I, in hou
use measuremeent using a class
c
AAA solar
sim
mulator and sp
pectral mismaatch correction
n) and Voc’s of
moore than 730 mV
m on multiplee devices. In Fiig. 3 the box and
a
whhisker plot of the entire prrocessed group
p of 28 cells is
shoown. For comp
parison, we obttained similar Voc
V in H-patteern
fronnt and rear con
ntact rear emittter heterojuncttion solar cells..

isolatioon. This can bbe easily impllemented on thhe MWT-HJ
processs.
We aalso manufactuured front emittter MWT-HJ ccells to verify
our inittial hypothesiss of the differeent behavior wiith respect to
shunts. These front em
mitter MWT-H
HJ cells are inddeed strongly
limitedd by shunt form
mation at the vvias resulting uup to now in
2% abssolute lower effficiency. In Figg. 4 Lock in Thhermography
imagess of the front and rear emitter cell are rreported. The
advantaage of the reear emitter M
MWT-HJ archiitecture with
respectt to the front emitter is shhown on the ohmic shunt
pattern s around the viias.
Rear emitter MWT
T-HJ cell

0.5V forward

0.5V reverrse
Front emitter MWT
T-HJ cell

T
Table I. IV-parrameters record
d solar cell.
Reccord
Voc
Jsc
FF
F
s
MW
WT-HJ

734 mV

2

36.3 mA/cm
m

76.3
3%

Efficien
ncy
20.3 %

0.5V forward

verse
0.5V rev

Figurre 4. Lock In Thermography of a front emiitter and rear
emitter solar cell in forrward and reverrse currents. Thee advantage of
the rearr emitter configuuration with resppect to the absennce of shunts at
the vias is clear.

IV
V. CHALLENGEES AND POTENTTIALITY OF THE DEVICE
ARCHITECTU
URE

Figgure 3. Box and whisker
w
plot oveer the entire proccessed group off 28
cellls.

W
We measured a current of about 3 A att -10 V (Irev),, a
relaatively high vaalue for modulle manufacturiing. However, as
dettermined by LIT,
L
the heat dissipation
d
is restricted to the
t
edgges of the cellss and not at thee vias [11]. Thiis proves that the
t
edgge isolation neeeds to be imprroved for this rear emitter cell
c
andd that the MW
WT structure is not responsiible for the hiigh
currrent under reverse voltaage. In addiition, we haave
dem
monstrated on front and reaar contact rearr emitter devicces
thaat the Irev becom
mes less than <0.1A
<
after imp
proving the ed
dge

Heterrojunction devvices are fabriccated using low
w temperature
PECVD
D and PVD processes annd do not tolerate high
temperaature steps. T
This requirem
ment is perfecctly met by
solderinng-free MWT
T module innterconnection technology
which uses single step curing ffor interconneection (using
conducctive adhesive)) and encapsulaation [12,13]. Nevertheless
the meetallization usiing low tempeerature Ag paaste is still a
challennge for HJ. Thhe reason is thhat the low tem
mperature Ag
line coonductivity is about 3 timees lower than the one for
convenntional fired paastes [14] and oonly few paste suppliers are
currenttly available. A
As solutions, C
Cu plating and multi-busbar
approacches in order to reduce thee finger lengthh have been
investiggated [15, 16, 17]. The latterr has the doubble advantage
to reduuce both the A
Ag consumptioon and the seriies resistance
losses on cell level at the same tiime. Here we propose the
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WT cell desig
gn as an alterrnative method to reduce the
t
MW
resistive power losses and the silver consumption in
hetterojunction so
olar cells, match
hing with an in
ntegrated modu
ule
techhnology, and relying
r
on indu
ustrially proven
n screen printiing
techhnology for ceell metallization
n.
T
The MWT sollar cell structu
ure is based on
n the concept of
uniit cells [18]. The advantage here
h
is that thee area of the unit
u
cell can be optiimized separattely from the wafer size and
a
repplicated to coveer the full cell area [19]. By reducing
r
the unit
u
cell area the resistive power lo
osses are reducced, in princip
ple,
quaadratically, theerefore allowin
ng for less metal coverage and
a
givving more freeedom to optiimize the metal consumptiion
verrsus cell perfo
ormance. Increeasing the num
mber of vias not
n
onlly reduces the finger length, but
b also the len
ngth of the BB in
thiss H-pattern lookalike
l
MW
WT front grid
d, and therefo
ore
redduces the impaact of the lack of interconnecction tabs on the
t
fronnt side. On thee other hand th
his effect is red
duced using staralikke patterns sin
nce they are designed for nearly optimu
um
meetal usage in a MWT
M
unit celll [20].
W
We calculated the impact of the unit cell arrea reduction, by
inccreasing the nu
umber of vias without chang
ging the full cell
c
areea. The effect for paste redu
uction and celll performance is
sim
milar to increasing the number of BBs for H-pattern
H
front-ttobacck contact cellls. However, in
nterconnecting
g these multi bus
b
barr cells requiress machines thaat become more complex with
w
inccreasing number of bus barrs. On the con
ntrary, MWT-HJ
solar cells are perfectly
p
com
mpatible with already existiing
connductive foil based modulle technologiees and are leess
deppendent on the number of viaas.
5%

Relative increase FF & Jsc [%]

Jsc increase

‐10%

Ag CoO reduction
‐20%
3%
‐30%
2%
‐40%
1%

‐50%

0%

R l ti decrease
Relative
d
CoO
C O front&plug
f t& l A
Ag + CA [%]

0%
FF increase

4%

conducctive adhesive (CA) used foor front metalllization, plug
and moodule interconnnection. For eaach configuratiion the finger
width hhas been reduuced inversely to the numberr of vias per
length (i.e. 100 µm ffinger width ass base for the 44×4 structure
reducedd to 50 µm forr the 8×8 struccture) but keepping the same
aspect ratio and opttimizing with respect to thee number of
fingers and (taperedd) BB width. The impact of the extra
conducctive adhesive and plug meetallization cossts have also
been iincluded. Inddeed a smalll unit cell relaxes the
requireements for ffinger cross section and the busbar
conducctivity (widthh) of the LT-Ag pastee. A front
metal+pplug+CA CoO
O reduction off about 50% is calculated
with ann 8×8 vias connfiguration leaading to aboutt 6% relative
efficienncy increase w
with respect too a 4×4 vias cconfiguration.
An effficiency potenntial of over 221% is estim
mated for the
currentt processes by optimizing thhe front metalllization only.
This m
multi-vias appproach enablees the front metallization
optimizzation for higgh efficiency and/or Ag rreduction. In
additionn it has a bennefit on the reaar Ag consum
mption for the
same reeason. The am
mount of metal in the rear side is expected
to decrrease resultingg in a furtherr Ag CoO redduction. The
copper pattern on thhe conductive ffoil can easilyy be adjusted
from thhe standard 4×
×4 MWT conffiguration to aaccommodate
the 8×
×8 vias configuration, withh a computter-controlled
patterniing process, ssuch as patternn milling or laser scribing
[12, 13 ].
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Figure. 5. Calcullated relative FF
F and Jsc variatio
ons as a function
n of
the number of vias for MWT-HJ cells. The cost off ownership (Co
oO)
reduuction of the frront contact silv
ver including plu
ug and conductive
adhhesive (CA) is allso calculated (riight axis).

F
Fig. 5 shows th
he FF and Jscc variations witth the increasiing
num
mber of vias per
p cell togeth
her with the co
ost of ownersh
hip
(CooO) of the front contactt silver inclu
uding plug and
a

Figurre. 6. Calculatedd relative poweer losses for a 4×4 and 8×8
configurration as functioon of the rear padd radius (front m
metal contact at
the rear)). The arrows reepresent an estim
mate of the gain w
when isolating
the real metal pad, equuivalent to the sm
mallest rear mettal pad radius,
and the dash lines are a guide for the eyye. Dead emitter area per via is
kept connstant. In the exxperiment reportted in this paper we used a 4×4
configurration with a reaar metal pad radiius of 1.5mm (reeference).

Besiddes to the perfo
formance enhanncement and cost reduction
benefitss due to the froont grid, the inncreased numbeer of vias can
have a potential negaative impact onn the recombinaation current.
In the 44x4 device strructure the expperimental resuults show the
advantaage of a rear emitter structuure over the ffront emitter.
We carrried out 2D siimulations witth ATLAS [211] confirming
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the large impact of the shunt in a front emitter structure in
comparison to the recombination currents in the overall
volume surrounding the vias (see Fig. 2) in a rear emitter cell.
However when the dead emitter area per via is kept constant,
increasing the number of vias will increase this recombination
due to its increased ratio with respect to the unit cell area. 2D
simulation results are reported in Fig.6. For the model a
simplified cell geometry was used. The simulation domain
was confined to the cell section surrounding one via.
Cylindrical coordinates were used to allow for a realistic ratio
of the dead and active emitter areas. We modeled the worst
case scenario with no via passivation. The model showed very
small Voc losses in agreement with the experimental results
reported in the previous paragraph while Jsc and FF are
affected. This is explained by the reduced active emitter area
and by extra recombination in the dead emitter area which is
in contact with the metal plug. In Fig.6 we report the model
results for a 4×4 and 8×8 device structure as function of the
rear side metal plug radius. The dead emitter area is kept
constant for simplification. This, however, is not a physical or
technological limitation since there is no reason why the dead
emitter area cannot be reduced proportionally to the rear metal
pad. In the 4×4 configuration the power losses are limited and
the sensitivity towards the rear pad radius is very weak. This is
because of the relatively low number of vias in the cell. On the
contrary in an 8×8 configuration, the ratio of dead versus
active emitter in the unit cell increases and therefore the cell
performance is more sensitive to the rear pad radius. Another
alternative is to isolate the rear metal pad from the dead
emitter. This is equivalent to the smallest rear pad in the
simulation of Fig. 6. By reducing or isolating the rear metal
pad the power loss can be reduced to below 2%rel in this worst
case scenario. Combining this with the 6%rel increase due to
the front metal optimization (Fig.5) an efficiency increase of
up to 4%rel is expected for the 8×8 configuration with respect
to the current 4×4 and in addition the front contact silver
including plug and conductive adhesive cost reduction of
50%.
It is anticipated that a further benefit is achieved by
reducing the dead emitter area.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we present the successful integration of a
silicon heterojunction (HJ) solar cell with metal wrap through
architecture (MWT). MWT-HJ devices combine all the
advantages of the individual concepts in a device with high
open circuit voltage, high short circuit current and high
module power thanks to reduced FF power loss and better
temperature coefficient. The module technology would
perfectly meet the low temperature requirements of HJ cells

by implementing soldering-free MWT module technology
which uses single-step curing for interconnection and
encapsulation. Additionally, MWT and HJ cell technologies
are compatible with next generation thinner wafers.
In this contribution we demonstrated a device efficiency of
20.3% achieved in commercial n-type Cz 6 inches wafers and
a median efficiency of 20%. We prove the advantages and
ease of the rear emitter structure to avoid shunt losses. To our
knowledge this is the first MWT-HJ solar cell manufactured.
The concept of MWT grid unit cells addresses the normally
high Ag consumption of heterojunction cells. By decoupling
the cell size from the metallization requirements, resistive
power loss in the cell (as well as in the module) is reduced
with less silver consumption than in conventional front-to-rear
contact heterojunction solar cells. We propose a method to
reduce up to 50% the cost of ownership of the total front
contact silver including plug and conductive adhesive while
predicting efficiency greater than 21% solely by the
optimization of the front metal grid and MWT configuration.
We anticipated that similarly Ag consumption on the rear side
can also be reduced. This concept is also suitable for
performance versus CoO optimization in a fully integrated cell
and module concept.
The advantage of this combined approach is that any
developments in conventional hetero-junction and in
conventional MWT technologies are directly and easily
transferred to MWT-HJ solar cells. Thereby substantially
higher efficiencies are within reach with limited process
adaptations.
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